LICAONES
BIOGRAPHY
Licaones it’s a jazz band from the north of Italy full of irony and verve.
After 10 years after their successful album “Licca-lecca” which sold over
10,000 copies, the quartet is back proposing their acid jazz project, spacing
from blues and funky to Latin and free jazz improvisation.
The trombonist Ottolini and the saxophonist Baerzatti, two jazz men affirmed
in the Italian and International jazz scene, are not just creative and
experimental but also fine composers and amazing audience galvanizers
when performing on stage.

MAURO OTTOLINI

Ottolini is one of the most experimental musicians in the Italian jazz scene.
He has dedicated his all life to music studying at the Conservatory of Verona (Italy)
and specializing in jazz at the Conservatory of Trento (Italy) with Enrico Rava and
Steve Turre. From 1996 to 2008 is has been playing in the Orchestra of Arena di
Verona (Italian’s top venue for concerts).
His dear friend Franco D'Andrea convinced him to leave the orchestra to focus on
his own project and compositions. From that time they have been playing together
in different projects, among these the acid jazz band Licaones, and Ottolini has
started collaborating with a wide range of top level musicians.
He has rearranged and played for Rava the album On the Dance Floor, dedicated to
Michael Jackson and has played with famous Italian songwriters like Capossela, with
whom he has been working for six years. Besides this, he has also constantly
collaborating with other stars like: Han Bennink, Fresu, Dave Douglas, Garbarek,
Carla Bley, Tony Scott, Frank Lacy, Kenny Wheeler, Maria Schneider, Steve Swallow,
Gary Valente.
In 2013 his been awarded by Top Jazz Italy “Best Italian jazz musician”.
His has been leader of three fantastic formations: Slide Family, a wall of ten
trombones with drums and dj, Separatisti Bassi and the Sousaphonix.
Sousaphonix has rearranged the soundtracks of the movie Seven Chances (1925) by
Buster Keaton realizing the project “Buster Kluster”, supported by Torino Jazz
Festival and presented at the Pavone Theatre during Umbria Jazz 2016. With a
circus spirit and a compulsive creativity Ottolini has also opened a theatre “A
theatre for a society without worries” together with the musicians Vanessa Tagliabue
Yorke and Peschiera. The theatre has been constructed just with the usage of
recycled materials and was born to host creative events, concerts, plays and
seminaries all week long. The project aim is that of bringing together different
cultures and arts in order to overcome the fear of what is different for us and what
we know. Following this philosophy Ottolini has also involved himself in the art of
cartons. Written by him in collaboration with different artist he has realized different

movies: Did You Hear About Jerry (2013), Workman Blues (2010), Cooking Breakfast
for the One I Love, Vol. 1-2 (2105 e 2016).

FRANCESCO BEARZATTI

Bearzatti is an Italian tenor & soprano saxophone, he also plays clarinet and
electronic music. He has studied at the Music Conservatory of Udine (Italy) and at
the Jazz Mobile in New York (USA) with G.Coleman.
His discography includes 3 recordings in Rome’s Music Auditorium “Parco dell
Musica” and a collaboration with the Italian jazz master Enrico Rava.
During his career his music has got strong recognition winning many awards:
1° Prize “Best Tenor Player” Livorno 1996
2° Prize in Prato 1995 e with M.Abrams Four Rome 1995
1° Best New Talent Top Jazz 2003 (Italians Critics’ Pool)”Moret d’Aur ” 2008
1 Best Reed Top Jazz 2009
1 Best Record Top Jazz 2010 Musica Jazz
1 Best Band Top Jazz 2010 Musica Jazz
Premio della Critica Musica 2010 sezione Jazz
Jazz It Award 2010 best tenor player
Jazz it Award 2010 best album
Jazz It Award best cover
Premio Insound 2011 miglior fiato
Top Jazz 2011 miglior ancia
Prix du Musicien European 2011 Academie de Jazz

